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Healthcare reform is focused on two initiatives: reforming insurance coverage and reforming health care delivery to provide higher value—that is, delivering patient outcomes of high quality and safety at reasonable costs. As of this writing, Congress is addressing insurance coverage; the next step is addressing healthcare value.

Impact of staffing on outcomes and the evidence to inform day-to-day and even hour-to-hour operations for nursing executives. A second gap exists between patient documentation systems and staffing systems.

On the national front, Anderson and Kerfoot have called for action toward evidence-based staffing. The next step toward evidence-based staffing includes links between the individual patient and individual nurse at the point of care. In a spirit to this national dialogue, this article explores examples of this link, including patient-centered aligning of systems; tracking patient progress to outcomes; transforming patient assignment; comparing patient outcomes, risk, and cost; considering outcomes-driven acuity for workload; and using real-time, actionable data.

Patient-Centered Alignment of Systems
Caring for patients and families is what nurses do. Patients and family are central to most hospital mission statements and the scope of practice statements for all healthcare professionals. A national summit on evidence-based staffing held in March 2008 identified 10 best practices for healthcare organizations, the most important being a patient-centered organizational culture. The majority of patient information and nurse staffing and scheduling systems run parallel to one another but seldom interact. Thompson and Diers make this point best, saying, “The effective management of nursing resources requires a linkage between the cost of services and the patients who receive them.”

The next step in evidence-based staffing is electronically tracking each individual patient’s condition across his or her episode of care and the individual and unlicenced assistive personnel caring for the patient. The alignment of patient and nurse staffing systems will further strengthen resource management and a patient-centered culture.

At the heart of value is nursing care. Nurses are at the point of care with the patient and family 24/7, and, with gratitude, nurses continue to be the most trusted professionals in the United States. Essential elements to support nursing’s role in creating healthcare value are improved staffing models based on evidence that it can provide better patient outcomes at reasonable costs and contribute to a satisfying professional workplace.

Staffing Matters
Patients and their families, nurses, and physicians know it. Thanks to many dedicated scientists, there is strong evidence of the impact of nurse staffing on patient safety and quality. A large gap exists, however, between what science tells us about the
TRACKING PATIENT PROGRESS TO EXPECTED CLINICAL OUTCOMES AND LENGTH OF STAY

The first example of a necessary link between individual patients and nurses begins at patient entry into the hospital system, with the tracking of the patients' condition and progress, hour by hour, throughout their stay. Every patient's movement throughout the hospital must be individualized to expected clinical outcomes and an expected length of stay (LOS). The tracking for the patient may be tailored based on admission diagnosis, ICD9 (International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision), DRG (diagnosis related group) (e.g., working DRG), or patient care unit as received from the existing electronic registration systems. Each patient's stay may be defined not only based on total LOS but, optimally, by anticipated level of nursing care (e.g., critical care, step down/intermediate, and acute/routine care), providing key points for measuring patient progress. If there is a significant variation to the patient's expected outcomes or LOS, an alert may be sent to the nurse and case manager for further assessment, intervention, physician communication, or interdisciplinary referrals.

If the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services' (CMS) pilots for bundled reimbursement for an episode of care, including 30 days post-hospitalization, is adopted as regulation, the patient and staffing resources may be similarly tracked to readmissions, physician visits, home care, ambulatory services such as physical therapy, and other services external to the acute care setting. LOS may be an important outcome that deserves attention in this scenario to analyze how it relates to the post-hospitalization period. With evidence regarding nurse staffing impact on LOS, nursing's impact on both LOS and posthospitalization utilization should be considered in the determination of staffing for the episode of acute care. A new methodology uses a measure of demand (need for nursing care) based on real-time patient outcomes rather than just census or care activities.

TRANSFORMING THE PATIENT ASSIGNMENT

A second example of a necessary link between individual patient and nurses may be achieved through the automation of the nurse to patient assignments conducted by charge nurses in all health care settings. The real-time patient admission, discharge, and transfer (ADT) information exists in the hospital registration system. Various patient characteristics, such as admitting diagnosis, physician, gender, age, and isolation precautions, also reside in the registration system. The nurses and staff scheduled to work and their various characteristics, such as licensure, competencies, education, certifications, and compensation, may reside in the scheduling system. When the patient and nurse staffing systems come together in an automated patient assignment system, the charge nurse is supported with evidence to complement her expertise in the highly complex process of making patient assignments. In addition, the anticipated evidence that relates patient outcomes to nurse competency, as measured by educational level and certification, will add another layer of evidence that should be used in staffing decisions and in career planning for the individual nurse.

Given real-time and accurate patient and staff information, the charge nurse may choose to "assign for continuity," leveraging electronic historical assignments to facilitate continuity of care between the nurse, the patient, and the family. Building structures that foster continuity of care is an essential element in a patient-centered culture that results in higher patient and family satisfaction.

Providing charge nurses access to real-time objective information regarding patient condition, the nursing staff characteristics, and care hours available, the right nurse may be assigned to the right patient for an equitable distribution of care hours and fairness in workload. Nurses expect fair and balanced patient assignments; this increases nurse satisfaction in their daily work. There is little evidence regarding patient assignments, but one recent Transforming Care at the Bedside (TCAB) project led by Donahue validated the importance of geographic proximity in the assignment of patients to promote nurse efficiency, yet some flexibility to balance the workload. 10 The patients, staff care hours, and staff characteristics may be analyzed for equitable access to nursing care across a clinical division, a facility, or large healthcare system.

Through the automation of patient assignment, the actual nursing care and costs associated with an individual patient are readily available by shift or for an episode of care. The cost of nurse staffing is only one component of costs for acute care, however, and less emphasis should be placed on the cost of a nurse and more emphasis placed on the cost of the acute episode of care. 11 Understanding the staffing implications and the cost impact of hospital-acquired conditions and individual nurse performance is essential to produce the value required in today's healthcare environment. The evidence generated through these methods and through electronically storing staffing assignments from each shift provides a wealth of information to meet the revised 2010 Joint Commission Staffing Effectiveness Standard. 12 Welton has validated the use of nurse assignment data in research and articulates the significance of this new level of analysis to examine the effect of nurse staffing on clinical quality and cost. 13

LEVERAGING ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD DATA FOR PATIENT OUTCOMES, RISK, AND COST

Existing electronic medical record (EMR) documentation tells the patient's clinical story. Intuitively, managers' access to this accurate and current patient data is important for staffing decisions but, as is, lacks valic translation to patient acuity and ultimately nursing workload. Nurses are documenting observations, interventions, and outcomes to multiple patient problems and, at the same time, critically thinking how they can facilitate the patient transition from a current to a desired state of clinical outcomes. Peasure describes this model of clinical reasoning as a shift in thinking from "the problem" to the desired clinical state in terms of specified outcomes, and the nursing actions, decisions, or interventions needed to achieve those outcomes. 14 This model of clinical reasoning meets the demands of contemporary nursing practice and provides an explicit direction for nursing action and thinking beyond the present to the patient's future.

Existing clinical documentation may be translated into valid and reliable patient outcomes evidence. Goode and Krugman make a compelling point: "Nurses want to
LEVERAGING EMBEDDED DOCUMENTATION FOR OUTCOMES-DRIVEN ACUITY AND WORKLOAD

An innovative acuity methodology is designed to precisely calculate workload for care hours and skill mix based on population-specific outcomes. The methodology takes routine documentation of patient observations, interventions, and lab values and translates it into a Likert rating (1-5) for a particular outcome (e.g., respiratory status). The outcomes are summed and generate a total score that is aligned to an acuity level. Each acuity level for the nursing unit is associated with the direct registered nurse (RN) and unlicensed assistive personnel (UAP) care hours required for patient progress toward meeting the next expected clinical outcome. As additional observations or interventions are documented, the patient’s acuity level and the associated workload is automatically updated. The sum of the target workload generates the specific hours per patient day (HPPD).

Another element in calculating clinical workload required for patients are accurate and complete clinical assessments and safe and effective nurse-to-nurse hand-offs for ADT. In an effort to present alternatives to mandated nurse staffing ratios, Buerhaus suggests implementing systems that better support nursing operations when patient turnover or ADT is exceptionally high. ADT events are easily and automatically captured in patient registration applications. Given the assumption that workload associated with ADT is included in the hours per patient day (HPPD), it may be subtracted from the HPPD and redistributed to the precise time of the ADT event. As an example, if 60 minutes is determined as the time associated with an admission and a discharge (e.g., 45 min RN, 15 min UAP) for a patient with a 3-day LOS, this calculates to 40 minutes per day. If the 40 minutes per day is subtracted from the budgeted daily HPPD and added as 60 minutes each at admission and discharge, the HPPD remains budget neutral but provides a more precise accounting of this time at the point of care.

Accounting for the workload associated with ADT at the point of care is important to reducing personnel expenses, particularly overtime and for future budgeting, since these data are not captured in a midnight census. The precise data allow for trending analysis by month, day of week, and time of day to inform scheduling practices and explore creative staffing strategies for high patient-turnover time periods. A similar process may be applied when a patient requires RN monitoring off the clinical unit for a dedicated period or when a procedure typically conducted off the unit is performed at the patient’s bedside, requiring 1:1 RN care. These powerful data of clinical events, which are beyond a nurse manager’s control, will contribute to improved communication with fiscal colleagues regarding the patient care operations and budgeting. Additionally, to be recognized as a Magnet facility, every organization describes their valid and reliable methodology for adjusting nurse staffing for patient acuity and other clinical events such as ADT.

SUMMARY AND PROVIDING REAL-TIME ACTIONABLE DATA

The chief nursing officer is an influential change agent toward a reliable application of staffing evidence, centered on the patient and family. Patient care resource management has evolved to significant complexity amidst disparate or nonexistent systems—remember our 6-week paper scheduling sheets or home-grown Excel spreadsheets! Systems that integrate the individual patient condition and progress with nurse staffing strengthen resource decision-making and patient-centered care. The patient and nurse staffing data described in this paper must be real-time and actionable to support the work of the nursing staff for every shift. The integrated patient and staffing technologies are here, and we must increase the speed with which we leverage the data in the electronic clinical documentation system and use this evidence in everyday practice.

In writing about outcomes work, Kinnaid and Dingman articulate that the evidence must be not only meaningful but also motivating to improve the way we work. The financial incentives for quality outcomes created by value-based purchasing provide an opportunity to apply staffing evidence and build in sustainability. Staffing does matter, and now is the time to embrace evidence to drive resource decision making for positive patient outcomes, strong fiscal stewardship, and a professional and satisfying workplace. Let’s continue this dialogue.
We experienced multiple software upgrades over the course of the several years and the implementation of an EHR and computerized physician order entry in the ED a year before this go live. We did not perform well in some of these implementations. We made a thousand mistakes to get to this point and have continued to improve the implementation process. We will implement computerized physician order entry and progress notes this year and will use the model we created for this implementation to ensure success.

Our lessons learned from this project center around the key role the Facility Implementation Team played in all phases of this process. This venue allowed all stakeholders to bring forward issues and to fully understand the impact of this implementation.

The overarching communication strategy and the multidisciplinary team that implemented the process was successful in ensuring all stakeholders were informed before, during, and after the implementation. Using a multimedia approach to disseminate the information internally and externally to our stakeholders was a valuable component.

Engaging focus groups with frontline staff in identifying and improving the flow of the documents in the electronic world is critical to listen and learn from the end user. We continue to hold routine meetings with key frontline staff members to enhance the performance of the system and streamline their workflow.

Scheduling system initialing was through our electronic learning network, which proved to be a mistake. We regrouped, working directly with the managers to ensure the staff got into the right class for their job. Initially, our training included combined user groups such as nursing and cardiopulmonary. This proved to add complexity to the training class and displeased staff members. Subsequently, we tailored the class to the individual discipline’s particular needs.

The implementation of an EHR is a complex process, which impacts all levels of an organization. A methodical approach and the engagement of key stakeholders with an overarching communication plan are keys to the success of end-user adoption of the change.
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